
Apple Product Solutions

Work Like a Pro 
Enhance Your Security, Productivity and Wellbeing

MacBook® iPad® iMac®



Security Solutions Control Solutions Bags and Sleeves Connectivity Solutions

Laptop Locking Station 2.0
With MicroSaver® 2.0 lock - K64453WW 
Without lock - K64451WW

Designed to provide a simple locking 
solution for laptops without security slots.

MacBook Solutions

LD5400T Thunderbolt™ 3 
Docking Station with 
K-Fob™ Smart Lock

Combining a best-in-class Thunderbolt 3 docking experience with  
next generation laptop locking technology, Kensington delivers a  
game-changing 2-in-1 docking and locking solution for Mac users.

Gigabit 
Ethernet

USB 3.0 
ports x4

USB-C™ 
ports x2

170W 
adapter

Combo 3.5mm 
Audio In/Out

Kensington 
Security Slot™

DisplayPort++

Multi-User with Admin Control - K39470M

Magnetic Privacy Screen Filters
MacBook Pro 16” (2019) - K52200WW 
MacBook Pro 13” (2016 & later) - K64490WW

Seamlessly attaches to the laptop’s 
magnetic frame, allowing to close 
completely and enter sleep mode.

SureTrack™ Dual Wireless Mouse
Grey - K75351WW 
White - K75353WW

The SureTrack™ mobile mouse tracks on 
multiple surfaces (including glass) and 
offers 2.4GHz, Bluetooth 3.0 and Bluetooth 
5.0 connectivity.

Universal Sleeves
14” Universal Sleeve - K62610WW 
15.6” Universal Sleeve - K62561EU

These high density neoprene sleeves are 
just what you need to easily transport your 
MacBook while reducing the worry that it 
might get dropped or damaged.

Contour™ 2.0 Backpacks 
and Briefcases
17” Pro Backpack - K60381EU 
15.6” Business Backpack - K60382EU 
14” Executive Backpack - K60383EU

17” Pro Briefcase - K60387EU 
15.6” Business Briefcase - K60386EU 
14” Executive Briefcase - K60388EU

Carry, protect and secure your MacBook 
and accessories in style and with these 
ergonomically styled backpacks and 
briefcases.

SD5550T Thunderbolt™ 3 and 
USB-C™ Dual 4K Docking Station
K38131EU

Perfect for where powerful connectivity is 
required in a mixed Thunderbolt™ 3 and 
USB-C™ environment, delivering dual 4K 
video support.

SD2400T Thunderbolt™ 3 Nano 
Dock with Power Delivery
K38390EU

Ideal for video editing, home office and 
educational environments requiring 
powerful connectivity in a small footprint.

SD1600P USB-C™ Mobile Dock 
with Power Pass-Through
K33968EU

The ideal docking station to keep 
you productive with USB and Video 
connections, yet maintaining a slim profile 
that is easy to travel with.

Orbit® Trackball with Scroll Ring
White / Silver - K72500WW 
Black / Blue - K72337EU

A popular choice for professionals 
everywhere for everyday precision, 
productivity and comfort.

Laptop Locking Station with 
K-Fob™ Smart Lock
Single User - K66635EU 
Single User + Admin Control - K66636M 
Multi-User + Admin Control - K66230EU

Designed to provide a keyless locking 
solution for laptops without security slots.

Pro Fit® Ergo Wireless Keyboard
Keyboard - K75401UK 
Keyboard and Mouse Set - K75406UK

A desktop keyboard is always the best 
option for maximum productivity. The 
sloping keyboard design keeps the wrists at 
a neutral angle for maximum comfort.



iPad® Solutions iMac® Solutions

CH1000 USB-C™ 4-Port Hub
K39124EU 

For iPad Pro models with USB-C, expand 
your connectivity options with 2 x USB-C 
and 2 x USB 3.0 (A) ports, quickly and easily.

BlackBelt™ Rugged Case
For 10.2” iPad - K97321WW 
Military grade drop protection, an infinitely 
variable kickstand and full access to all 
ports means this case is ready for anything.

SureTrack™ Dual Wireless Mouse
Black - K75298WW 
Grey - K75351WW 
The SureTrack™ mobile mouse tracks on 
multiple surfaces (including glass) and 
offers 2.4GHz, Bluetooth 3.0 and 
Bluetooth 5.0 connectivity.

4-Way Adhesive Privacy 
Screen Filters for iPad®
SA129 for iPad Pro 12.9” - K50721WW 
SA11 for iPad Pro 11” - K50720WW 
For iPad Air 10.5” - 626399 
For iPad 10.2” - 627444 

Limits viewing angle to ±30° in landscape 
and portrait mode, reduces blue light & glare.

SmartFit® Easy Riser™ Go  

For tablets & laptops up to 14” - K50421EU 
For laptops up to 17” - K50420EU 
Raise your devices to the ideal ergonomic 
height for optimal comfort and dissipate 
heat build-up by promoting airflow.

Charge and Sync Cabinet 
Universal Cabinet - K67862EU 
Wall Mounting Bracket - K64428WW 
Secure Trolley - K67909WW

Keep up to 10 tablets in the cabinet where 
they can be securely stored for charging 
and syncing.

ErgoSoft™ Wrist Rest 
Mouse Pad
Grey - K50437EU 
Black - K52888EU

High-performance mouse pad surface 
provides best-in-class tracking control for 
both optical and laser mice.

SafeDome™ Cable Lock for iMac®
K64962EUA

Sleek, sturdy, metal housing that assembles 
easily and can be quickly attached to the 
iMac’s stand with minimal effort.

ErgoSoft™ Wrist Rest 
for Slim Keyboards
Grey - K50434EU 
Black - K52800WW

Support your wrists, making them the 
correct angle for all day comfort, taking 
your set-up to the next level.

Privacy Screen Filters for iMac®
SA27 for iMac 27” - K50723WW 
SA215 for iMac 21.5” - K50722WW

Limits viewing angle to ±30°. Reduces 
harmful blue light by up to 22%, diminishes 
glare, improves clarity and protects from 
scratches and damage. 

SmartFit® Pro Elite 
Ergonomic Footrest 
K50345EU

Raises your legs to improve posture, 
promote healthy circulation and support 
back and leg comfort.

SafeDome™ Mounted  
Lock Stand for iMac®
K67822WW

The lock stand bolts to a desktop, with a 
ClickSafe® lock securing the iMac in place 
to offer an unmovable level of anti-theft 
deterrence.



Wellness Solutions

The Kensington WellView™ 

Family Monitor Stand system 

allows you to control the air 

around you and enjoy the 

ergonomic benefit of a perfectly

placed monitor.

WarmView™ Wellness 
Monitor Stand with Ceramic Heater
K55464EU

Heater can be removed and used as a 
standalone personal heater, providing fan-
powered warmth for desk spaces up to 1.1m3.

FreshView™ Wellness 
Monitor Stand with Air Purifier
Stand with Air Purifier - K55460EU 
Standalone Air Purifier - K55462EU 
Air Purifier Replacement Kit - K55463EU

3-in-1 air purification system using pre-
filter and a HEPA 11 filter to remove 95% of 
common pollutants.

CoolView™ Wellness 
Monitor Stand with Desk Fan
K55855EU

Dual-fan airflow system provides a gentle 
airflow, optimal indirect blowing angles and 
low noise, fan can be removed and used as 
standalone unit.

Trusted for over 35 years, Kensington’s reputation for excellence hinges on its 

willingness to anticipate the changing needs of today’s ever-evolving workplace.

Design

Through meticulous research, 

design and engineering, Kensington 

award-winning solutions meet the 

ever-changing performance and 

compatibility needs of the peak 

professional.

Quality

With over 35 years of experience in 

engineering high-volume  

IT-related manufacturing, 

Kensington’s rigorous quality control 

means all products are tested above 

industry standards.

Support

Kensington’s clients are based 

around the world and include 

organisations large and small. Every 

customer is treated as a top-tier 

professional, no exceptions.
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For more information 
Speak with your Kensington Reseller or Representative or email 

 contact@kensington.com

SECURITY SOLUTIONS LOCK AND DOCK

CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS CONTROL SOLUTIONS

BAGS & SLEEVES HEALTH & WELLBEING


